
 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



SMC CASE SUMMARY – <Application Number> 
 
Lodgement date: <xx/xx/xxxx> 
 
☐ Application form signed by all applicants 17 & over  
☐ Family tab updated for all applicants  
☐ Contacts tab updated with employer/adviser   
☐ Address tab updated for the PA    
☐ Country of birth/citizenship correct for all applicants  

 

APPLICANTS 
Total number of applicants included as per AMS: <x> 
 
Partner/ child not included:  
<Provide CN of the excluded partner or child and establish if R2.40 (d)/ R5.115 applies> 
  

EOI   
Total points claimed in the EOI: <xx> 
False and misleading information identified at EOI stage (SM3.10.1): Choose an item. 
 

RISK ASSESSMENT:  
 
Risk rule: Choose an item. 
If risk factors triggered:  
• Summary of risk factors triggered:  
• This has been addressed by: 
 

AMS ALERTS/WARNINGS:  
Client: <summary of alerts/ warnings and steps taken to mitigate the risk> 
Employer: <summary of alerts/ warnings and steps taken to mitigate the risk> 
Advisor (if any): <summary of alerts/ warnings and steps taken to mitigate the risk> 
Declined/ withdrawn visas: <summary of concerns and steps taken to mitigate the risk> 
 

IDENTITY  
Principal applicant:  
Full birth certificate:     Choose an item. 
Passport scanned:     Choose an item. 
MRZ checked:      Choose an item. 
Discrepancies noted:     Choose an item. 
Satisfied identity confirmed:    Choose an item. 
 
Secondary applicant:  
Full birth certificate:     Choose an item. 
Passport scanned:     Choose an item.  
MRZ checked:      Choose an item. 
Discrepancies noted:     Choose an item. 
Satisfied identity confirmed:     Choose an item. 
 

 

 



HEALTH A4 
Client ASH  
PA Choose an item. 
SA Choose an item. 
DA1 Choose an item. 

 
NZER/HR correctly linked in AMS for each applicant? : Choose an item. 
 
Satisfied all applicants meet health requirements: Choose an item. 
 
<Comment on any declarations noted but no referral to MA was undertaken, whether client 
has been out of NZ for 6 consecutive months, medical waiver process and outcome and 
other details as appropriate> 
 

CHARACTER A5  
 
• NZPC requested and received for all applicants if required  Choose an item. 
• Valid PC provided for offshore countries if required?   Choose an item. 
• NSC referral completed for all applicants if required    Choose an item.  
• SAT assessment required:      Choose an item. 
• RAT assessment required:       Choose an item. 
• Adverse character information declared:     Choose an item. 
• Satisfied all applicants meet character requirements.    Choose an item. 
 
<Comment on any PCs not required (eg. country declared but not lived in for 12mths in 
last 10 years), PCC or character waiver granted and other details as appropriate> 
 

RELATIONSHIP R2 (if applicable) 
Brief history of partnership: The couple have been in a relationship since <yy>. The couple 
are <married/ in a de facto relationship>. No risks identified.  
 
Genuine and stable: <briefly summarise supporting evidence/ information and any other 
verification conducted i.e. interview> 
 
Credible evidence of living together for at least 12 months:  

<List examples of evidence provided including dates> 
 
Period(s) of separation: Choose an item. 
 
Based on the evidence on file I am satisfied the couple have been living together in a 
genuine and stable relationship for <x> months or more at the time the application is 
assessed.  
 
If the partner is deferred: <Comment on why the partner is deferred, the duration of the 
deferral period and the deferred AN> 
 

CUSTODY R2 (If applicable)  
DA1:  
Choose an item. 
 
<Select from above and record documents/ information provided to meet instructions>  
 

 

 



DEPENDENCE R2 (if applicable)  
 
DA1:  
Choose an item. 
 
<Select from above and record documents/ information provided to meet instructions> 
 

ENGLISH SM4 
 
PA: 
Choose an item. 
 
SA: 
Choose an item. 
 
<Comment if the qualification used to meet English has not been assessed under the 
Qualification section>  
 
POINTS 
 

AGE SM5= xx points at EOI selection. 
PA was less than 56 years of age at application lodgement: Choose an item. 
 

SKILLED EMPLOYMENT SM6 = xx points 
 
Job title <job title> 
Employer <name of legal entity and trading name if any> 
Start date <xx/xx/xx or no start date> 
Location <region> 
Salary/ hourly rate <$xx> 
Hours of work per week <xx> 
Market rate met Choose an item. 
ANZSCO code and occupation <xxxxxx and name> 
Skill level Choose an item. 
Remuneration threshold  Choose an item. 
Registration (if required) Choose an item. 
Type of employment Choose an item. 
Duration of employment Choose an item. 
EA compliant Choose an item. 

 
Genuine, sustainable and ongoing employment:  
<Record information gathered, steps taken to assess/ verify or why accepted at face value> 
 
Suitably qualified by: Choose an item. 
 
Employment substantially matches ANZSCO description:  
<Provide comment and details of tasks the PA is undertaking in their role and how these 
tasks do or do not demonstrate if PA’s employment substantially matches the ANZSCO 
description. Provide comment if the qualification is not directly relevant to employment or 
if the qualification is not assessed for points>  
 
Telephone interview conducted: Choose an item. 

 

 



 
SKILLED EMPLOYMENT BONUS = xx points 
Choose an item. 
<Comment on how the applicant meets Appendix 4 requirements> 
 

QUALIFICATIONS SM8 = Choose an item. 
 
Name of qualification <name of qualification> 
Awarding institute <name of institute> 
Country <country name> 
Award year <year> 
Recognition Choose an item. 
NZQF Level Choose an item. 
Discrepancies noted Choose an item. 

 

QUALIFICATION BONUS SM8.25= xx points  
 
Choose an item. 
 
<If bonus points are awarded for a different qualification not assessed above, then insert 
qualification section here> 
 

WORK EXPERIENCE SM7 = xx points 
 
Satisfied the applicant has <xx> years of skilled work experience.  
 
<Copy work experience calculator here> 
 
Suitably qualified by: Choose an item. 
 
Role: 1 
• Job title: 
• Employer:  
• Country:  
• ANZSCO:  
• Skill level:  
• Substantial match to the claimed ANZSCO: <Provide comment and details of tasks the 

PA has undertaken in their role and how these tasks do or do not demonstrate if PA’s 
employment substantially matches the ANZSCO description> 

• Verification: <Provide comment on evidence provided, as appropriate, any verification 
conducted and outcome or why verification was not undertaken> 

 
Comparable labour market: Choose an item. 
 
Work experience was lawfully obtained:  Choose an item. 
 

WORK EXPERIENCE BONUS SM7.25, SM7.30 = xx points 
 
Choose an item. 
<Comment on how the applicant meets Appendix 4 requirements> 
 

 

 



PARTNER’S RECOGNISED QUALIFICATIONS SM9.10 = xx points 
 
Partnership requirement met: Choose an item. 
English met: Choose an item. 
 
<Insert qualification assessment field from above> 
 

PARTNER’S SKILLED EMPLOYMENT SM9.5 = xx points 
Partnership requirement met: Choose an item. 
English met: Choose an item. 
 
<Insert skilled employment assessment field from above> 
 

TOTAL POINTS AWARDED 
Age  00 
Skilled employment in NZ 00 
Bonus - Skilled employment outside Auckland 00 
Bonus - Skilled Employment in LTSSL 00 
Bonus - Skilled employment with higher remuneration 00 
Recognised Qualification 00 
Bonus - Qualifications gained in NZ 00 
Skilled work experience 00 
Bonus - Skilled work experience in New Zealand 00 
Bonus - Skilled work experience in LTSSL 00 
Bonus - Partner’s skilled employment in NZ 00 
Bonus - Partner’s qualification  00 
Total 00 

 

PPI PROCESS 

Where a PPI has been sent, summarise: 
• Date of PPI and what the initial concerns were; 
• Date of PPI response an what the response to those concerns were; 
• Assessment of the information and if satisfied/ not satisfied that concerns are 

mitigated 
 
DECISION:  
 
Choose an item. 
 
Name: 
Date: 
 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



Evidence of Income: 
☐New Zealand Inland Revenue tax statements (Summary of Income) 
☐New Zealand Inland Revenue Final Tax Summary (for self-employed sponsors) 

 

  12-month period Type of income 
Total income 

(NZD$) 

    

Sponsor One 

Click or tap to enter a 
date. - Click or tap to 

enter a date.   

  

Click or tap to enter a 
date. - Click or tap to 

enter a date.   

  

Click or tap to enter a 
date. - Click or tap to 

enter a date.   
    

Sponsor Two 

Click or tap to enter a 
date. - Click or tap to 

enter a date.   

  

Click or tap to enter a 
date. - Click or tap to 

enter a date.   

  

Click or tap to enter a 
date. - Click or tap to 

enter a date.   
    

    
Total Income 

(NZD$ combined) Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

     
 

Note: The income threshold required to be met for each 12-month period is calculated based on the 
median income that is in effect at the end of each 12-month period the sponsor is providing evidence for. 

12-month periods for sponsors don’t overlap? choose an item. 
If there are joint sponsors, the 12-month periods are the same for both? choose an item. 
If the partner is acting as a joint sponsor, the partner been living with the sponsoring adult child for a 
period of at least 12 months in a partnership that is genuine and stable (F2.10.1) choose an item. 
Minimum requirements met (F2.15) choose an item. 
Later application ineligibility (R5.35): choose an item. 
Are more than six parents being sponsored? choose an item. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



Evidence of Income: 
☐New Zealand Inland Revenue tax statements (Summary of Income) 
☐New Zealand Inland Revenue Final Tax Summary (for self-employed sponsors) 

 

  12-month period Type of income 
Total income 

(NZD$) 

    

Sponsor One 

Click or tap to enter a 
date. - Click or tap to 

enter a date.   

  

Click or tap to enter a 
date. - Click or tap to 

enter a date.   

  

Click or tap to enter a 
date. - Click or tap to 

enter a date.   
    

Sponsor Two 

Click or tap to enter a 
date. - Click or tap to 

enter a date.   

  

Click or tap to enter a 
date. - Click or tap to 

enter a date.   

  

Click or tap to enter a 
date. - Click or tap to 

enter a date.   
    

    
Total Income 

(NZD$ combined) Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

     
 

Note: The income threshold required to be met for each 12-month period is calculated based on the 
median income that is in effect at the end of each 12-month period the sponsor is providing evidence for. 

12-month periods for sponsors don’t overlap? choose an item. 
If there are joint sponsors, the 12-month periods are the same for both? choose an item. 

If the partner is acting as a joint sponsor, the partner been living with the sponsoring adult child for a 
period of at least 12 months in a partnership that is genuine and stable (F2.10.1) choose an item. 
Minimum requirements met (F2.15) choose an item. 
Later application ineligibility (R5.35): choose an item. 
Are more than six parents being sponsored? choose an item. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 




